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Falcon Bass Boats Introduces Tournament Edition Lineup 

 

Newberry, S.C. – August 9, 2019 – Falcon Bass Boats announces the addition of a new tournament styled, 

Tournament Edition Series package built on the popular F205 and F215 models.  The boats; which already 

feature some of the largest decks and best rides in the business, will now be available in a package that comes 

standardly equipped with some of the best features available. 

 

Stephen Waller, Co-founder of Falcon Bass Boats said that the new Series was a product of customer requests.  

“Bass boaters are a group of people that must have the highest levels of performance, but also crave some style 

and creature comforts as well,” said Waller.  “The Tournament Edition provides the highest levels of 

performance components and aesthetic upgrades that really make it stand out, all with the legendary Falcon 

Boats ride and performance.” 

 

The Tournament Editions, F20TE and F21TE will provide tournament anglers with everything that makes their 

days more productive, and provide some additional aesthetic touches as well.  Upgraded components can be 

found in nearly every area of the series.  Those include everything that was standard on the original F205 and 

F215 models along with everything listed below. The F20LE is also available as a Hybrid model. 

 

• Humminbird Solix 10 MDI at bow  

• Humminbird Solix 12 MSI at helm  

• Minn Kota Ultrex 112 iPilot Link w/MDI  

• Hydraulic Jack Plate  

• Upgraded Seats  

• Port stainless side panel with storage  

• Starboard stainless side panel  

• Padded front deck  

• Fiberglass liners on all compartments, including port and starboard front boxes  

• Foam padded cockpit floor (no carpet)  

• LED lights on front deck  

• Minn Kota 460PC battery charger  

• Oxygenator  

 

The new Falcon Bass Boats Tournament Edition Boats are currently available for order through our dealers, and 

will be priced under seventy-thousand. 

 
About Falcon Boats – Falcon boats; established in 2015, currently produces three bass boat models, the F195, F205 and 

F215, The F20 and F21 Hybrid Series and the F20 and F21 Tournament Editions.  The boats are designed with the 

strongest stringer grids and some of the widest beams in their class to provide increased stability and an improved ride on 

rough waters.    

A product of a lifetime of boat building, Falcon Boats was created with the goal to provide a premium quality, high 

performing, tournament worthy boat at an affordable price.  The company’s founders have over 90 years of combined 

boat manufacturing experience.  Their vast boat building experience in both the freshwater and saltwater industries are 

combined to build an exceptional boat for fishability and serviceability. This experience, along with a passion for fishing, 

provides a wealth of knowledge on what goes into making the best fishing boat. 



The Falcon manufacturing facility is in Newberry, South Carolina. Visit them on the web at 

http://www.falconbassboats.com or contact them at 803-276-0033 for questions or dealer inquiries.  
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